
On This Day: October 8, 1988
–  Continental  Wrestling
Federation  TV:  Bullets  And
Dirty White Boys
Continental  Wrestling Federation TV
Date: October 8, 1988
Location: Civic Center, Montgomery, Alabama
Commentators: Charlie Platt, Dutch Mantell

Back again with the second of four straight weeks of TV that I
have here. We’re done with the Road to Birmingham now so it
should be interesting to see where things go. Gilbert is gone,
Pritchard is the champion, the tag titles didn’t change hands,
and other than that there isn’t much else I can think of.
Let’s get to it.

A masked guy is gunning for the Dirty White Boy. No name is
given for him.

This is the “Showing of the Stars”, whatever that means. The
voiceover lists off some of the people in action tonight.

Private Powell vs. Davey Rich

Well at least it’s not Davey Richards. He’s part of the Party
Patrol you would hear about in the previous week’s show. The
ring  is  small,  like  a  WCW  one.  Rich  takes  over  with  a
headscissors and a headlock. He works the arm which goes on
for awhile. I think they botch a flip of some sort as I think
Powell was supposed to use a monkey flip kind of thing but
Rich jumped and crotched himself. Back to the arm and this is
REALLY dull. Rich is in Hogan colors. They botch a sunset flip
out of the corner and Rich gets the pin.
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Rating: F. So they spent five minutes working on the arm and
botching half of the moves they were trying? This was awful
and there was nothing redeeming at all, even imaging Hogan
being a member of the Party Patrol. Nothing to see here and
not a good sign for the rest of the show.

The Bullet (Bob Armstrong in a mask, the guy that opened the
show) is here but first let’s hear about those house shows.
Bullet says that there are a lot of people here with talent
and that’s about it. Dirty White Boy comes out to call him out
and the match is next.

The Bullet vs. Dirty White Boy

They immediately slug it out and apparently this is a big
feud. The White Boy (also known as Tony Anthony. Isn’t that a
little redundant?) hammers away to take over. This is more of
a brawl than a match, but with the names in there, were you
expecting anything else? Off to a chinlock by Anthony. Make
that a LONG chinlock which gets two arm drops. Bullet hits a
clothesline and starts his comeback. There’s a whip brought in
from somewhere and the match is thrown out.

Rating: D-. This was only somewhat better but it’s mostly
punching and chinlocks. Oh before I forget: Anthony was in WWF
for awhile as T.L. Hopper if you remember him. Bullet is Road
Dogg’s dad and that’s about the extent of his fame. Not much
of a match and I’m assuming the history of this is a lot more
interesting.

Post match Jerry Stubbs and the Dirty White Girl (seriously)
comes in for a beatdown. The Party Patrol makes the save.

Since this is an old TV show, we get part of a commercial.
This commercial features ERNEST P. WORRELL!!!!!! He’s from
Lexington so he’s kind of a local hero.

The announcers talk about how the Rich Cousins (Party Patrol)
are awesome. If you don’t believe us, here’s a taped match



with them in it.

Pat Rose/Deuce Mason vs. Davey Rich/Johnny Rich

Johnny vs. Rose gets us going. Off to Deuce and this is
looking like a total squash. Yep a shoulder block (seriously?)
ends this in like 40 seconds.

Ken Wayne is here on commentary for the next match. He’s the
US Junior Heavyweight Champion again.

Tom Pritchard vs. The Grappler II

This  is  after  the  Road  to  Birmingham  tournament  which
Pritchard won but there’s no reference or title to be seen. He
references having his hair and having a new car so this is
after the Birmingham show. Grappler is a guy in a mask and the
original was a huge deal in Portland. Ok so Pritchard is
officially Heavyweight Champion. My guess is this was taped
before the Birmingham show with commentary added later. Very
basic match and we talk about the Night of Champions coming
up. Pritchard controls with a headlock….and that’s enough of
that.

We cut to the back where White Boy and Stubbs (the new tag
champions which wasn’t mentioned when they were in the ring)
talking about Bullet and the Rich Cousins. They switch to an
inset window and Pritchard keeps the headlock the whole time.
Grappler finally hits a suplex to take over and we talk about
an  elimination  tag  match  coming  up.  They’re  not  exactly
Survivor  Series  matches  and  the  rules  are  too  complex  to
figure out. Jerry Stubbs is called Mr. Perfect here. That
gimmick was either about to start in WWF or already had.

Grappler hooks something resembling a chinlock but it’s more
like a nerve hold. Pritchard makes the comeback and Wayne
complains about everything he does. I guess this is to build
up to a match between them. Pritchard hits a spin kick to the
ribs and makes his real comeback. Grappler slams him and drops



a leg for two. Pritchard hooks a backslide but the time limit
runs out at two. The new heavyweight champion just wrestled to
a draw in his first match as champion. WOW.

Rating: D. Honestly when this match was going on for awhile, I
jokingly thought to myself that they would go to a draw in the
first match in Pritchard’s reign, but then chuckled and said
there’s no way they would do that. AND THEN THEY DID IT. The
match was nothing special, but I don’t get the booking here in
the slightest.

Big brawl post match. Wayne offers to let the announcer touch
his hair before he goes.

White Lightning (this company borders on racial issues with
these white themed names) talks about the elimination matches
they mentioned earlier. We get an old match of Horner’s and
the announcer tells us he wins. Well thanks for the drama.

Tim Horner vs. Private Powell

Did  the  world  really  demand  two  Private  Powell  matches?
Bullett is on commentary. Powell takes over to start but walks
into an atomic drop and bridging O’Connor Roll for the pin.
Lasted maybe 90 seconds.

Willie B. Hert vs. The Counteract

Willie is your standard happy dancing black character. Count
is in an executioner hood and I don’t see this going long.
Willie beats him up and sends him to the floor. Instead of
following up, it’s a dance party. Willie works on the arm and
the crowd is DEAD. A suplex gets two. There’s a forearm and
it’s finally done. That was like six or seven minutes lone
somehow.

Rating: D-. Does this company get paid by the arm work? They
seem to LOVE that kind of stuff and it wasn’t anything to see
here. Hert isn’t interesting but is supposed to be a fun



character I’d assume. Nothing to see here but that’s to be
expected in this company it would seem.

Willie talks about Night of Champions but some blonde guy
comes up and yells at him. He’s a champion of some sort. Oh
that’s Wayne….again. They get in the ring and their match is
next time.

Overall Rating: D+. It was a very different show this week but
more boring. There was no real focus of the show and it seemed
like they were all over the place. Pritchard vs. Grappler is
long and that’s about all it had going for it. Not much here,
but lucky me I get to do two more weeks of it. Anyway, not
much to see here but at least it’s a pretty short TV show.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume I at Amazon for
just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


